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In this month's issue:

• Annuity Review sales ideas, product comparisons
• Rates & Commissions SPDA & EIA!
• Rates Are On The Rise!
• Important Features Of A Fixed Annuity.
• Understaning The Products You Sell.
• Simple Index Annuity And AAA Ratings

Multi-Year Lock-in

"Commission and a Guarantee"
7.65% Year 1           3.65% Years 2-6

9.00% Commission
Surrender 9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,0 Decreasing Monthly - A+ Rated Carrier

"IMPORTANT FEATURES OF A FIXED ANNUITY"

3.48% For
3 Years

3.90% For
4 Years

4.05% For
6 Years

5.25% For
10 Years

Surrender charge - Taking out part or all of an annuity's value may cause a with-
drawal charge/surrender charge. Surrender charge should end at some specified time.
Beware of annuities with surrender charges that last forever.

Minimum Guarantee Rate- The lowest rate your annuity will earn.  This rate is
stated in the contract. Currently ranges from 3.50% to 1.50%.

Renewal Rate - The rate credited by the company after the end of the set time
period.  The contract tells how the company will set the renewal rate, which may be
tied to an external reference or index.

Death Benefit - On death, an annuity will either give the full account value or charge
the surrender fee. Sometimes the surrender charge will be waived if a payment
stream is selected.
Free Withdrawal - An annuity may have a limited free withdrawal feature. That
allows one or more withdrawals without a charge.  The size of the free withdrawal is
often limited to a set percentage of your contract value.

Bonus Rate - The initial rate in some contracts may be higher than it will be later.
This is often called a bonus rate. A base rate is the current rate without the bonus.

Current Rate - The rate the company decides to credit to a contract at for a particu-
lar time. The company will guarantee it will not change for some time period.
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On-line Since 1995!

From Your One-Stop Annuity Shop:

Products not approved in all states.
Rates are subject to change at anytime.
Current rates can be downloaded at our website.
AGENT USE ONLY - Not for distribution to general public .

www.fsdfinancial.com
Rates/Commission/Sales Ideas

Product Brochures/Specials
800-373-9697

RATES & TOP LEVEL COMMISSIONS
Deferred & Indexed Annuity Guides

Top Level Producer/Agency Contracts

The JournalFSDNext Month in:

Open 24 Hours On The Web
Agents love the FSD website Get Licensing, Client
Brochures, Request Quotes, Contest Information,
Current Rates & Commissions, Order Sales Kits
For Email Delivery, and much more!
www.fsdfinancial.com(Password = service (lower case)

We Are The Annuity General Agent
For The Independent Broker

$100,000
Original Lump Sum

$61,391.33
To purchase a
10 Yr. SPDA

$38,608.67
To purchase a

Life With 10 Yr.
Minimum SPIA

Minimum Rate is

5.00%
Guaranteed After

10  Years

$378.13
Monthly Income

10 Yrs Guaranteed
85% tax Free

After 10 years,

$100,000
Will be available

Guaranteed!

UNDERSTANDING THE PRODUCTS
YOU SELL - COMFORT = SALES
FSD is a full service general agent for many
top annuity companies. Full service means
intensive one on one product training, full
sales support including client presentations
and new business submission and follow up.
Confidence shows through. Be the expert at
the sales table, let us show you how!

Simple Index Annuities From AAA JP
Jefferson Pilot has a very easy to explain
indexed annuity. Two Indexed Options:
1. If the S&P is NOT DOWN the client gets
xx6.50%. Annually Reset.
2. 100% of the S&P over two years with a 20%
xxCap. Resets ever two years.
THAT IS IT NO OTHER MOVING PARTS!
6.00% Commission! Call Now For A Kit!
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by Bob Affronti

Since the introduction of equity indexed
annuities (EIA’s) several years ago, the
U.S. stockmarket (as defined by the

S&P Index for our purposes) has shown pos-
itive results up until about 18 months ago.
Over this time frame (as of this writing on
12/13/01) the market is down 27% from its
peak of 1527 in March of 2000.  Now is a
good time to ask, “How have EIA’s per-
formed during a down market?” The answer
lies in the crediting method of each particular
EIA product.  Essentially, there are three dif-
ferent methods EIAs use to credit interest.

1. Full term point-to-point
2. High-water mark look back
3. Annual reset
Within each of these methods, we also

have other provisions, such as daily or
monthly averaging, use of caps on interest,
and spreads or margins, etc.  I will ignore
these aspects for now and address the three
methods listed above. Each of these other
aspects certainly has importance as to the
results achieved, but the overall crediting
method by far outweighs the question at
hand.

Since my firm first started offering a choice
of EIA products, I believed that the annual
reset method was the only choice. Some actu-
aries and home office-marketing people chal-
lenged me on this. I had always agreed that the
full term point-to-point had probably the best
gain potential. But this method also contains a
potential to give back past gains.  Since the
final results were not determined until the end
of the initial term, any drops or reversals would
directly affect account values.  Investors would
see account values drop with the market. This
is a feature of a variable annuity.  Investors in
fixed annuities do not expect to actually lose
money. They won’t lose the initial principal
they invested, but they can lose money previ-
ously credited to their accounts. To see years of
growth wiped out or vastly diminished in a
fixed product is not what I suspect the client
had in mind.  

Another scenario to consider is when the
market drops before any gains have been
credited.  Depending on the percentage drop
in the market, it may be advisable for the
client to surrender the policy and start fresh.
For example, if the market drops 20%, it

requires a 25% recovery just to get back even.
1000 x .20 = 200
1000
- 200

800
800 x .25 = 200

Most EIA’s issued as full term point-to-
point products have surrender charges that
are much lower than 20%.  In essence, it
costs 25% to stay in the product (i.e. the gain
required to  get back to even) versus perhaps
8% to surrender. When the market recovers
the 25%, the client receives 25% on 92% of
the initial investment or an account value of
$115,000 on an initial $100,000.  In this
down market, I would imagine that investors
subject to this method of crediting are look-
ing at losses or being a few S&P points below
their starting measure.  It is safe to say this
method does not fare well in a down market.

Somewhat less damaged, are EIA investors
subject to the high-water mark look back
method.  Since account values are locked at
their highest level as determined by an anni-
versary measurement, account values will not
go down costing the investor money.  How-
ever, before future earnings can be added, the
market numbers must fully recover from any
downturns. A high-water contract, which
goes below the initial measuring number in
its first year prior to locking a gain, faces the
same dilemma as the point-to-point investor
in that market. The loss must be fully recov-
ered before a gain can be credited.  Therefore,
it may be better to surrender and start again.
Please note that when I say “surrender,” I
mean that the policy would be exchanged
(1035) for a different policy.  We don’t want
to lose our original cost basis. The exchange
would be subject to surrender charges.

The final method, the annual reset (ratch-
et) design, is not subject to the previously
mentioned problems of a down market.
Don’t get me wrong; this method has other
aspects, which can be viewed as negatives
when compared to the first two methods.
But, the annual reset feature may be the most
important. Why? Think about holding a
beach ball under water (as some portfolios are
today).  If we push it six inches below the sur-
face, we get a slight rise as we let it go.  If we
submerge that ball five feet under, it will
shoot to the surface. The market can be like

that — large drops followed by large gains.  If
we don’t suffer from the large losses because
of the ratchet feature, we can be rewarded by
any large gains due to the reset feature.  In
this method, a large loss in S&P points is
probably better than a small loss. Using the
first two methods, the S&P is also reset, but
only when it rises. Using this method, the
S&P resets either up or down.

Granted, that if the market goes up every
year and you are in an EIA, the first two meth-
ods would probably produce a higher return.
If that were the case, a pure mutual fund
would certainly be a better choice. Investors
choose EIAs rather than mutual funds for safe-
ty.  In some way, they can participate in mar-
ket growth without the normal risks associated
with market-based investments.  

EIA’s are fixed annuities. I don’t think fixed-
annuity investors would like to see year’s worth
of growth reversed or wait on the sidelines
while the market takes a few years to get back
to where it was. Clients invest in EIAs because
they are afraid that the market will go down.
When all is said and done, if the market had
no risk of going down, no one would buy an
EIA. Since they invest in EIA’s, they must be
concerned about down markets.  Why use an
EIA that suffers damage in a down market
knowing this?  Some EIA renewals have
recently been reset at very attractive (low) S&P
levels.  The lower the reset is, the more oppor-
tunity there is for growth.

Previously, I mentioned potentially negative
aspects of the annual reset method.  Perhaps,
most obvious is the daily or monthly averaging
of the S&P to arrive at an average S&P level
that is compared to the beginning level at reset.
More often than not, the average will produce
a lower return in an up year than a non-aver-
aging method.  However, in some years, the
average may out perform the full year num-
bers.  But it can’t go backwards or freeze the
account during recovery.  

Now that we have seen that the market
can also go down, EIA investors can see why
they were willing to give up some of the
upside to protect the downside.  Many agents
I work with tell me wonderful stories of
senior clients who fled the equity markets,
locked in gains and purchased EIAs. They are
now waiting for the upturn, which will pro-
duce further gains for them, not just a recov-
ery to previous levels.  The use of EIA’s has
allowed their owners to sleep soundly during
the market downturn. The EIA provided
exactly the protection investors wanted. ❑
––––––––––
Bob Affronti is president of FSD Financial. For
more information, visit, www.fsdfinancial.com
or call (800) 373-9697.

What To Do In A
Down Market Equity

Indexed-Annuities


